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Its Christmas Vacation for the shamans and theyre all going to a big trip doing so they all get ready for
the big day knowing they might seek adventure or just lay back and have fun if u must know then read
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1 - The Big Trip

Today was the day for Christmas Vacation to start and everyone in the class were starting to exchange
gifts. Yoh on the other hand was doing the electric chair. “Poor Yoh” Takeshi said standing next to his
desk. Takeshi walked to Yoh holding a gift for him. While doing so Anna appears out of nowhere “Oh
hey there Anna, how's it going”? Takeshi said nervously. “Fine thank you, what's that you got there”?
“Just a gift for Yoh” “Oh, well that's nice” “And one for you too Anna” while going through his desk he
takes out a red gift and hands it to anna”. Anna with a confused look now but happy. “Thanks Takeshi”
anna said forgetting about yoh while opening her gift. “Hey Yoh” while yoh was taking his 5 minute
brake from the electric chair Takeshi hands yoh a green present. When yoh UN wrapped his gift he had
seen that Takeshi got him a CD player. “WOW thanks Takeshi! But… I didn't get you anything.” Said yoh
“no it's ok” “No really um” think fast yoh hands Takeshi his headphones. “Thanks Yoh” both smiling”
when Yoh went back to finish his training on the electric chair the bell had finally rung and Christmas
Vacation has finally come. While walking out of the class, they meet up with Ren and Horo saying their
Hello's and wondering what they are all going to do for this Christmas Vacation. Horo suggested going to
the snowy mountains. While Ren on the other hand feels like they should take a ride on his jet going first
class to a really expensive motel. “Why don't we rent a log cabin in the mountains, it be really fun there,
hopefully their wont be an avalanche” suggested Takeshi. So they all decided to go to the log cabin for
3 weeks. After they all said their goodbyes they all left to get ready for the big trip tomorrow. Yoh on the
other side knows that Anna wouldn't except him going to their trip. While finally arriving home Yoh goes
and searches for Anna “Anna, where are you?” an answer replies up stairs. When yoh walks up to find
anna he finds that she has her briefcases “Um What's happening? Where yea going?” confused look
has gone up to Yoh's face. “Sigh…If you must know im going for a 3 week spa. You know all this stress
can really tire out a lady such as me, especially the first lady to be next to the shaman king”. While
talking to Yoh about her vacation she heads for the door which a bus is waiting for her. “Well the guys
and I are gonna go to a log cabin and be there for a 3 week till school is back and was wondering if I can
….” Yoh finally stopped talking seeing that anna was already sitting down in the bus already leaving. Yoh
waves goodbye to anna and starts packing for the trip….



2 - The Winter Trouble

The next morning the guys came over to Yoh's place. While there they were all waiting for the last
person to come…… Takeshi “Where is he?!?! ITS FREEZING OUT HERE!!!” screamed Horo. “Probably
over slept” yoh replied. “Im giving him two minutes to get here or were going my place…” said Ren. “All
Sigh” But when they were about to leave they all heard a crashing noise coming there way. “WHAT
WAS THAT?!?!” they all screamed. While they all get there they saw a black truck driving “AHH!!! ITS
GONNA KILL US”!!! Horo screamed seeing the truck driving right in their path. But before it could hit
them the truck came to a stop thanks to Amidamaru and Bason. The guys opened their eyes seeing if
they lived that the truck had stopped right at their noses. When Horo opened his eyes he fainted and fell
to the floor. The truck door opened up and the person was non other than Takeshi. “TAKESHI”?!
Screamed Yoh, Ren, and Horo. “Well lets go”! I went to rent this truck “YOU, YOU almost killed us”!!!
Horo yelled. “Yea, Sorry about that” Takeshi said. So then they all left to the Snowy Mountains. It was
too bad that Takeshi crashed cause of a squirrel, and so crashed and killed Lyserg, but it wasn't like
anyone cared so they left him to be devoured by evil eating Wild West pigs. When they finally reached
the cabin they all went and choose their rooms. Takeshi took the master room. Ren, Horo, and Yoh took
the ordinary room. Later they all left to have some fun. Horo went snowboarding to the highest mountain,
Ren relaxing in the hot springs, Yoh relaxing on a chair, and Takeshi just in the master room Meditating.
“Sigh” Ren said doesn't this feel relaxing Bason”? Ren asked. “Yes indeed master Ren” feeling so
refreshed Ren changed back into his winter cloths. But what he didn't know was that he wasn't alone,
someone was spying on him. Before you knew it a dark shadow came out from the mist of the hot
spring. “Whos There”?! Ren shouted taking out his Kwan Dao. “Would you really want to risk that
Ren”? “Hao”?!?...... Before you knew it Hao had vanished Ren to another dimension….



3 - Loss of Ren and Horo

“Well that took care of him” said hao doing an evil laugh, “They won't know what hit them”! Taking out
a crystal ball holding Ren captive “Sigh, Don't worry Ren, you wont be alone. Your so called friends will
join you shortly.” When he went back into the mist he completely vanished and so did the hot springs,
like it was some kind of illusion. While Hao had taken Ren to another Dimension, Horo on the other side
of the mountain was major shredding in the snow “WOHOO”! Horo screamed when he jumped up high
in the air. It was the biggest jump he had ever done in his life. Soaring through mid air Horo sees that he
was about to crash into a forest of trees. “AHH”! While using his over soul he bravely makes an ice
sled, sledding down to the ground safe, but what Horo didn't notice was that he was on the tip of the
frozen water. COOL!!! He starts to sled on the ice not realizing he was skiing on very thin ice. Without
warning a giant hand cracks the ice open. Horo falling in and starting to drown. Silence was the only
answer when he tried screaming for help, No answer, no rescue, no one was there. Unexpected hao
appears next to Horo who had to swim back to the snowy grass. GAH what are you doing here?! With
shock in his eyes. Horo as if his life depended on it, he got up and started to run back to the cottage
where yoh and takehi were at. Theirs no use running away from me Horo, admit to me or you'll end up
like your' friend Ren here. With shock Horo uses Corey for his over soul, he grabs his snowboard and
uses his special move, Avalanche. Spirit of fire, hao answers. Spirit of fire appears and slashes the
snow, melting it like it was just plain ice. You're already out of energy and you defined me. Welcome to
you're faith Horo. Without caution Horo was zapped into haos magical orb where Ren and Horo lie in the
nether world. This is way too easy, their all coming one by one. Hao vanishes in the mist once more.
While both Ren and Horo were trapped in haos orb, Yoh and Takeshi were still at the cabin. Takeshi
opens the door meaning he was done meditating, `Yawn' he says where did the others go? Horo went to
snowboard, and Ren went to the hot springs. Yoh replied. Hmmm well its getting kind of late “Looks
outside window” I think we should go look for them. So yoh and Takeshi go to look for Horo and Ren.
Not knowing that trouble was right under their noses….beware the danger that lurks every corner.



4 - End of Hao

Two hours have passed, still no sign of Ren or Horo. Br it's freezing out here. Said yoh rubbing his
hands together to keep himself warm. Where could they possibly be? I don't know Takeshi. Im a little
worried, theirs no hot springs and the mountain creeks are closed at 6 and its already 11. Takeshi and
Yoh split up to search one more time. While Amidamaru and Bandamaru go up in the sky to find them
from above. During the search yoh discovers a cave. Ren, Horo. You guys in here? “Sigh” I guess not.
Yoh turns around to find out that non other than hao Asakura was in back of him' HAO? What are you
doing here? I thought you were dead. That's what you think yoh. It was atlas who brought me back so
I've come back to have my revenge on you guys. Once more hao takes out his magical orb. Horo, Ren?!
Yoh screamed at hao. LET THEM GO!
No… but don't worry yoh. You will be just like them very soon. You will have the same faith just like them.
Amidamaru appears behind yoh. Both do their Oversoul. CELESTRIAL SLASH! When the red glowing
slash flies right at hao, spirit of fire appears turning this so called slash into rubble. You make me laugh
yoh. But you also disappoint me. A huge flame surrounds both yoh and him. Prepare to meet you're
destiny yoh. When all was lost, Takeshi zaps right though and grabs haos magical orb. I should have
known it was you and especially atlas's doing... *grins* Get out of the way Takeshi; I have no business
with you. You also disappoint me for a son… I WILL NOT GET OUT OF THE WAY! DARK OBLIVION! A
dark bubble starts to appear at takeshi's finger, a little laser spits out through hitting the right arm of spirit
of fire. Spirit of fire lets out a cry of pain. Ha… takeshi walks back to yoh. Are you ok? Yea. Let's take
care of hao now. Yoh grabs his sword and takeshi brings out his sword from his backpack'. Let's do a
power converging yoh. Yea. TRIPLE SLASH! CELESTRIAL SLASH! 4 huge slashes hit hao, pushing
him off from spirit of fire. OOF! Hao sends a giant flame at yoh and takeshi. Both are trapped in a ring of
fire. Ugh… I can't breathe said yoh. Takeshi can hardly breathe as well. With the last of his furyoku.
Takeshi uses his strong attack phase. Takeshi starts to glow in a huge pile of darkness… he shoots a
spark at hao. What is this? Prepare to disappear hao….*falls to ground* return back to the neater world
for you. Hao begins to disappear in a data sort of way. TAKESHI! Yoh runs and picks him up from the
ground. You did it. Yes but how are we going to free ren and horo? Well maybe anna can bring them
back? Yes but it also looks like our vacation is ruined and remember anna went to her vacation as well
she wont be back until 3 days from now. This is my entire fault I don't think I should have come. No
matter what or where I go atlas always has to mess up everything he hurts my friends and family and
even you uncle yoh…hey its ok. Don't let yourself down from that. Yea I guess so. Well let's get going
yoh. *Both yoh and Takeshi set off to go back to the inn*
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